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Dear brothers and sisters,
We are sending our views on the matter of guns in God's providence. You may not agree, but it is
good to understand the issues.
Best wishes,
Hamish and Chantal Robertson
Guns for Defense
Pictures of Hyung Jin Nim and Sanctuary sisters
carrying repeater rifles have recently shocked
Unification members.
With these pictures, we believe that Hyung Jin
Nim wants to alert good people to the need for
active defense to counter the threat to our
countries, which comes from both without and
within, and especially from Muslim terrorists. He
would advocate an armed, but responsible,
citizenry, on the lines of the American patriot
model. This is more difficult to achieve in UK and
Europe than in USA. Our last example of ordinary
people bearing arms in Britain, outside of the
armed forces, were the Scottish Highland clans
before 1746!

legal rights to learn to shoot.

Hyung Jin Nim also emphasizes the threat to
women in society, which is why he encourages
sisters to train themselves in martial arts, as well
as shooting, in order to defend themselves. All the
sisters in the pictures are eighteen years old or
over, responsible people, and it is within their

This approach may seem different from Father's emphasis on peace, considering the creation of FFWPU,
WFWP and UPF, all of which were founded with the ideal of bringing peace, supported by Father's Peace
Messages of 2005-2007. However, during the era of the threat from Communism, from the end of the
Korean War until Communism collapsed in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union in 1990, Father did not
advocate peace with militant communism. He promoted both ideological and military victory over
Communism. Our church had a special responsibility to gain the ideological victory, and our nation, in
alliance with USA and other democratic nations, had the responsibility to win the military victory. This
combined the spheres of the "micro" and the "macro", as Hyung Jin Nim would put it, the internal and the
external fields of action.
During the post-WW2 period, it was essential to oppose Communism. This was often not a popular
position to take, especially in the society of Christian people of a pacifist nature. Our task as Unification
church members was to win the ideological battle with communism through VOC and CAUSA, and we
also actively supported politicians who were determined to fight communism. The most famous instance
of this was Father's open support of Ronald Reagan's candidature to the presidency in 1980. Reagan
proceeded to contribute enormously to the victory of the free world, by reinforcing the nuclear capability
of USA and initiating SDI (Strategic Defense Initiative).
However, Father even visualized a situation in which Unification members might have to bear arms
themselves, and fight. In a speech from November, 1976, two months after Washington Monument, at a
time when Father launched the slogan "Must Go -- Moscow", Father said:
"If the communists come to destroy the Unification Church with guns then we will have to fight with
guns too. We can't be their helpless victims and be defeated by their bullets. Do you think God will win
such a battle for you? If the time comes to fight the satanic force, I will never hesitate to become the
commander in chief and lead the heavenly army into battle.

Do you think the Defense Department can safeguard God's world? Don't trust it too much. You can only
trust the heavenly forces that are dedicated to God's purpose. Our young people should be trained in every
way physically. In a final war against the satanic force it will be a life or death battle. In order to
safeguard the heavenly side we may need to become soldiers. It is Satan's nature that once he feels he is in
a superior position he will attack.
Is it a crime to defend yourself and the heavenly
nation? You should not have some naive concept
of Christian love. That does not apply in a
confrontation with Satan's forces, which are
determined to destroy God's world and God's
people. If God has no power to defeat a satanic
attack then He is no longer God. As God's force,
we shall be able to defend ourselves and to defend
the godly world. We are a different kind of
religious leadership." (The Age of Judgement and
Ourselves, 21st November 1976, Belvedere)
A picture of Father teaching Mother how to shoot
a rifle, in earlier days, also exists. We have
attached it with this article, along with the full text
of Father's speech in 1976.
After the fall of communism in 1990, the peace
that we all desired has not come about. The fault
lies both with our church, which has not sufficiently taught Divine Principle, and with the trend in politics
and society, which is pulling the world, both west and east, into a growing mess of immorality. Our
misdirected interventions in the Middle East helped to raise the Muslim genie. True Father prophesied
long ago that after overcoming the problem of communism we would face the Muslim threat.
We must realize that the spread of Islam is connected with the idea of jihad, or holy war. Jihad has
sometimes been explained as a peaceful movement. That is far from the truth, certainly when we consider
its later stages.
The formation stage of jihad involves interaction between Islam and other faiths. It corresponds to the
earlier stage of Muhammad's mission, when he and his followers tried for many years to obtain the good
opinion of relatives and neighbors in their native pagan city of Mecca, and bring them to an acceptance of
their faith. This may be compared to a period of "interfaith".

The growth stage of jihad corresponds to the time when Muhammad and his followers fled from Mecca to
Medina (the flight known as the Hijra), and obtained sanctuary and hospitality from the inhabitants, many
of whom were Christian and Jewish. It was in Medina that Muhammad gave the order to raid the caravans
(the merchant camel trains) on their way to Mecca. Medina lay on the trade route between Mecca and the
north. Merchants were killed. The men of Mecca came to attack Medina. After one of the battles, the
Battle of the Trench, Muhammad turned on a neighboring Jewish tribe, the Bani Qurayza, which had
remained neutral in the contest, rounded them up, and beheaded all the men, eight hundred of them, in a
mass execution. The wives and children were forcibly taken to satisfy the sexual pleasures of
Muhammad's followers, or sold off as slaves.

Our present situation in Europe can be compared to the second stage of jihad. Muslim people, along with
other immigrants, have come here to look for work and livelihood, and safety, and live among European
people. Some came even two or three generations ago, some more recently, owing to the turbulent
situation in the Middle East. A tiny fanatical minority of the younger generation of Muslims have become
radicalized, and have responded to the call of jihad by committing acts of terrorism against their hosts.
They believe that by doing this they are taking holy war to the country of the infidel, and that they are
justified in this because the infidels have interfered in Muslim countries.
The completion stage of jihad is the imposition, by threat or force, of Islam and sharia law on the
countries of the infidel. This corresponds to Muhammad's victorious return to Mecca, when he pulled
down the pagan gods, and challenged the rulers of the world to accept Allah and his prophet, Muhammad
– or suffer the consequences. Following Muhammad's death, Muslim armies swept out of Arabia and
conquered Palestine, Syria, Egypt and North Africa, and Spain, all of which were Christian countries.
Persia, which was Zoroastrian, also succumbed. The caliphate, or realm of the successor of the Prophet,
was established in Damascus, and then in Baghdad. Later, the Muslim Turks conquered Asia Minor and
the Balkans, which were also Christian. It is ironic that many of the Muslim terrorists, whose families
come from North Africa and the Middle East, will have Christian ancestors far back.

ISIS has recently tried to re-establish the caliphate, based in Syria and Iraq. Their vision is of a world
dominated by Islam and sharia law. We are well acquainted with their methods – tyranny over their own
people in the caliphate, terrorism in the land of the infidel, beheading as their chosen form of punishment.
A comparison with the brutal rule of Communism comes to mind, although the methods were somewhat
different. The main difference is that communists professed not to believe in God. Muslim terrorists kill
in the name of Allah.
The extent of the problem can be seen by the recent report from British intelligence that there are 3,000
jihadis active in UK. Similar numbers exist in France and Germany, and other European countries are not
far behind. The problem of terrorism in continental countries is increased by their adhesion to the
Schengen agreement, which allows free movement of people, including terrorists, from country to country
across national borders. The reaction of governments is to increase the powers of the police and find new
methods of surveillance over the population, whether on the street or on the internet. All this tends to
curtailment of the freedom of ordinary people. It becomes like a war situation. This also fits the jihadis'
plan for the destabilization of our countries.
The best way to overcome Muslim terrorism is for Muslims to make themselves aware of the words and
actions of Muhammad himself. It is necessary to be acquainted not just with the Koran (or Quran), which
is a book of revelation, but with the hadith (sayings and reports of Muhammad), the sira (traditional
biographies of Muhammad), and the sunnah (path or way). Within this very extensive literature, excuses
can be found for killing and raping, and the horrific behavior of ISIS. This is where the Muslim terrorists
find their justification. Above all, it is the responsibility of imams and other Muslim teachers, who have
the capacity to understand the deep recesses of this Muslim literature, to come clear with the truth. One
essential truth is that jihad entails aggressive war and domination of the so-called infidel. Are Muslims

able to abjure this project of jihad, and show their real sorrow for the innocent victims? This is the crux.
At the same time, European people should understand, if they ever forgot it, that Christianity is based on
the gospel of Christ, and no justification can be found in the words of Jesus, or St Paul, for bringing
people to God through war and conquest. Even the God of the Old Testament was far, very far, from
being the frightening deity that the Muslim terrorist conjures up, when he shouts the name of Allah and
kills his innocent victims.

Meanwhile, the danger of terrorism is increasing. The Peace Federations, which look to Chung Pyung for
direction, will find none. That is because Chung Pyung is part of the problem. Just as the failure of
Christian people to accept True Father in 1945 led to the expansion of Communism and the forty-year
wilderness course, and just as the crucifixion of Christ led to the 400-year persecution of Christians and
the diaspora of the Jews, so the providence has lurched violently since True Father died in 2012, when
Mother usurped the authority of the Messiah and threw away the appointed successor.
It is difficult for the Peace Federations to wake up to the fact that the world scene has changed. There is
extreme danger to our families within our nations, and to our nations within the world. While Chung
Pyung has proposed a constitution which pretends to be heavenly, but is in fact a license for oligarchical
tyranny, Hyung Jin Nim's constitution, the Constitution of the United States of Cheon Il Guk, is a
marriage of all that is best in the American Constitution combined with the principle of heavenly kingship
and succession – a kingdom where everyone is prince and princess, king and queen. Among our
inalienable rights is the right to defend oneself, one's family and one's nation. In this context, we should
understand why Hyung Jin Nim has put up pictures of himself and Yeon Ah Nim and Sanctuary sisters
with guns.
Hamish and Chantal Robertson
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Translator-Bo Hi Pak
When someone speaks about judgment we normally think of court proceedings. In a court
one always finds a judge, attorneys, a defendant and a plaintiff, plus the people who attend on
the side of the defendant as well as the accuser. How does judgment come about? Law is
prerequisite for judgment and anyone who violates the law is liable to be accused and tried.
Every nation has a constitution and legal system that is intended to preserve order and peace
within that nation. Any citizen who violates that particular law is judged accordingly.
The spirit of the law is to unite the people of a nation centering around the sovereignty or
government, so that together they can bring about the betterment of the nation. This same
thing applies to organizations on all different levels. Certainly a sovereign nation, society, or
organization like our Unification Church must have regulations or laws that bring harmony
for the purpose of accomplishing some recognized goal.
In a family, for example, there is generally some law, even though it is unwritten. Obedience
to the law will bring harmony between the parents as the center of the family and their
children. That unity brings the family into greater happiness. According to their own virtues
or particular morality, the parents establish certain principles by which they want to mold that
particular family. If the children are obedient then those principles are actualized.
The same standard can be applied to a corporation. The president or chairman of the board
has a certain vision and goal for that corporation. Through obedience to his standards, the
people of that corporation can establish a harmonious relationship and fulfill the corporate
goal. The same thing is also true of the Unification Church.
The Unification Church was founded by Reverend Moon, who has an ideal for guiding the
church toward a certain goal. That goal is clear in my mind and the standards that are
maintained have the purpose of bringing all the members of the Unification Church into
harmony for the fulfillment of the founding ideal. Each one of you in the church is striving to
unite around that standard and ideal and become one with me in harmony. Such obedience to
the standard unites the founder and followers. They become one as they march toward their
goal.

By obeying the true law you can become one
with the cause of the universe
What should the true way of life be? First of all, you must become true men and women by
following the true word or true law. If that law is true then it should not be applicable on only
a small level, but universally applicable, penetrating the levels of the family, society, nation
and world. If there is an eternal universe, that law must be true on all levels of existence.
The logical conclusion is that if there is a God then that law which eventually creates true
men and women is also true for the heart of God. To find that kind of law, that kind of true
word, we must find the true cause behind that law. Through obedience to that law we can
certainly become one with the creator or cause of the universe.
Where shall we members of the Unification Church go? Suppose the founder said that your
ultimate destination is to go to Korea and we all went. We could not discover the ultimate
cause of the universe merely by arriving there. Without further direction after our arrival
everyone would be confused and eventually drift back. With such an outcome it would be far
better to not even begin that trip. It would be a wasted effort.
Here in America certain officials, particularly in the State Department, are suspicious of our
activities. Three and a half years ago I came to this country barehanded. In 3½ years the
Unification Church has become a formidable movement, not only here in America but all
over the world. The officials are worried about what will happen if I keep going this way, at
this speed. We are very excited with each day's advancement but each day our adversaries
feel more threatened.
The completion of the Washington Monument Rally brought our movement to a pinnacle of
success, demonstrating our strength and power. People are now asking, "What is next? What
is Reverend Moon up to now?" If Washington Monument was our ultimate goal then from
that point on the Unification Church would decline. However, my goal is certainly far greater
and is not circumscribed by politics or business. My goal is to educate and give spiritual
guidance to those in political positions. Historically, the role of the prophet is always to give
advice to those in governing positions. If that is my ambition then you must become a leader
in that way as well.
We are working very hard, even doing peculiar-looking things. You had prayer service at 5
a.m. and then remained for worship at 6 a.m. You work hard at fund raising and in all your
various missions. Why? We have to experience every level of human life. This is really
training for many great things to come.
Have you experienced a 7-day fast? When you had that experience did you realize how
precious a piece of bread is? Did you really learn? Bread crusts are generally thrown away,
but when you are fasting that first slice becomes absolutely precious. Normally when you go
into a room and there are masterpieces of art and beautiful furniture you study them all, but
when you are fasting you are no longer interested in such things. You are fascinated by a
piece of bread and even if flies may be on it you are more interested in that piece of bread
than those flies are! You laugh and enjoy this kind of conversation because you have
experienced such a thing. Through such common experience there is harmony among our
family members.

Life in prison can be the bottom of human misery. If a person hasn't experienced the situation
he cannot really understand how a prisoner feels who is counting the days until the end of his
sentence. A prisoner's longing for freedom is even more intense than the longing of lovers for
each other. You do not laugh at this because you have not experienced it. When I speak on
this subject it is foreign to you and you are silent.
Life experience is what counts. No matter how much knowledge a person claims to have, if
he has not lived through a particular part of life his knowledge is worth nothing. For thirty
years I have been living under constant criticism. Society has come against me, nations have
come against me and the entire world is worried about me. You will never understand the
loneliness of persecution until you are standing in that position.
In a small way we have a harmony of understanding. Practically every day the New York
Times and Washington Post are saying distorted things about us. We are going through this
together. Just being a Moonie has become almost criminal, as though society is trying to
torment and segregate us to an unreasonable degree. Not only me, but all my followers are
becoming victims of persecution.
In your heart you believe in the Unification Church, don't you? You know you are following
the truth to which you can dedicate your life, even though your own parents don't understand.
They can't understand why you follow someone from the obscure nation of Korea who
doesn't seem to have any good ideas. You have everything you need right here in America.
The newspapers echo this sentiment as well as the fabricated stories about my life, and a
vicious circle is created, snowballing into greater persecution. Certainly the Unification
Church as a whole has become the target of world criticism. We are now sailing through a
hurricane of persecution.
If I am the captain of our ship, who are you sailors? There can be two kinds of sailor: One
can help the captain to accomplish the mission but the other may become incapacitated by
seasickness and be a burden instead. It is obvious that we don't prefer having heavy winds
and storms. Sailors really hate to see the wind rise because it threatens their lives.
Some Unification Church members comment that I never wince in the face of all this
criticism and persecution. They sometimes say, "Maybe he likes criticism." No one likes
persecution, including me. I only know through experience that I can continue on and
overcome it. But you are not experienced sailors. You are still very green, right? Therefore,
when a breeze comes along you worry, "Oh, maybe it's a hurricane! Maybe our boat will turn
upside down!"
Because persecution has come not only to me but to you, you can begin to experience the
feeling of my position deep in your heart. We are being persecuted for following the truth,
but if you continually rise above the persecution and become able to speak the truth under
any circumstances, then you will become a sailor that God can count on.
In its way persecution is a blessing. Only those who rise above persecution can be trusted by
their fellow man and by God. The one who can be successful even under persecution is
indeed a capable person. When human beings face utmost difficulty they develop tremendous
capability to conquer any situation. In an emergency they experience a flash of courage and
wisdom that gives them some direction for handling the situation. This is the tremendous
potential of human nature.

When surrounded by enemies you may see no route to safety, yet under those circumstances
you find some miraculous opening. There is always a way. Nothing is that final. When you
muster all your energy you can follow your inspiration and break out.
On their way back to Japan I took some Japanese brothers and sisters to Las Vegas to show
them a certain aspect of American life. In watching a show, I felt that I have lived all my life
like an actor on the stage. The showmen in Las Vegas have a contract with the hotel, but I felt,
"I am a showman contracted by God and the United States of America is my stage." Right
now the entire United States is suspicious, of me. Surrounded on four sides, I am pondering'
how to break through this barrier.
In Las Vegas the audience watches every move the actors make. Here in America my
audience is 220 million American people, including the President, Senators and Congressmen,
even high school and elementary students. The Washington Post is always telling everybody
what is happening on the stage. Thus far the spectators have been told that I am a villain.
You may idolize a certain actor, but when he happens to be in the role of villain you don't
have much sympathy for him, do you? On the Las Vegas stage, however, the villain turned
out to be a hero. Instantly the audience had their hearts moved toward that particular actor. In
the same way, the time will come when I will be revealed to this nation and to the world, not
as a villain but as a hero, a true champion of God. Right now it seems there is nobody on my
side. First there was persecution in Korea, then in Japan and now in America. Because
American news spreads all over the world no one seems to be siding with me anywhere else
either. At least one thing has been accomplished, however. I am known by everyone.
What are your particular roles then? The media is certainly centered on me-what I do, where I
travel, just about everything. What would happen if I suddenly died? Will the show we are in
be stopped by the mere fact of my death? Will you be the show-men then? You say, "Yes,
Father, I will be the showman," but nobody will trust you because you have not demonstrated
your qualification through your actions. A promise is cheap, but a deed holds great value. If
you can go ahead while everyone else is collapsing then you can certainly be trusted. Isn't
that true? I am asking a very serious question. Suppose I had to die, would you go on? If that
is your determination then the battle is actually won.

The truth is most important,
not the person proclaiming it
I went through incredible suffering in Korea. Three governments tried to obliterate our
church and the existing churches brought us untold hardship. Yet not only did we survive but
we rose above those circumstances and established the international foundation. In Japan also
we went through incredible hardship. At one time the leading political party tried to eliminate
our movement, yet now they see that Japan's only hope to overcome the aggression of
communism is Reverend Moon's ideology. America too, will follow the pattern. Please wait
just a few more years. America's opinion will change.
Did I come to America to be defeated? Do you think my victory represents only the victory
of the yellow race over the white race? Maybe white people wouldn't like that. My victory
does not represent one race or one particular nationality, but will transcend race and
nationality, creed and language.

What is important is the truth, not who proclaims it. If a white man creates a machine gun and
a yellow man creates a machine gun the important question is not who made which weapon
but which machine gun is the best. What we need in battle is the most effective weapon.
Those who disregard this criterion and stick to certain prejudices will be defeated in battle. is
it right to say, "I don't want to eat that grain because a black farmer grew it"? That is
absolutely wrong. We have to move the world beyond these attitudes.
Now that we have seen victory at the Washington Rally, what is our next goal? The word
"Moscow" is actually a shortened form of "must go." That means we must go, right? I'm sure
the diplomats from communist nations will just collapse in laughter when they hear this.
"Reverend Moon, you're out of your mind! You're crazy!" But I am utterly serious. There is
an historical foundation and an unseen cause which compels me to speak.
When I came to America in 1972 I first spoke publicly at Lincoln Center. However, up until
the moment that I signed the contract even the Unification Church members couldn't believe
that I was serious about my plan, saying among themselves, "That's ridiculous. People won't
come. How can he do such a thing?" People outside our church were even more scornful. On
the second Day of Hope tour I spoke at Carnegie Hall and again we were spoken of as crazy
people.
When we moved up to the next stage, Madison Square Garden, people said, "He is really
nuts." On September 17, the night before the speech, I had a banquet at the Waldorf Astoria.
When we announced that we would like to have prominent Americans come to hear me speak
on the following night, people said, ''Reverend Moon, please don't do it. No one will come."
That evening a prominent CBS reporter brought a camera to the waiting room to interview
me and said, "Reverend Moon, personally I don't think people will come, but do you think
you will be successful tomorrow night?" I said, "Just wait 24 hours more and see with your
own eyes. More people than you ever imagined will show up to listen." He said, "Reverend
Moon, I don't think that is true. I have experience and my calculations say that only a few
people will come." But September 18 proved the CBS computer wrong. I think God has a
different kind of computer. He wants to have a decent success and have us move on without
further problems. If there had been no rain at Yankee Stadium, we would have had an
overwhelming success June 1.
The Washington Monument Rally was originally scheduled for 1977. Having a gigantic
international-scale rally in Washington, D.C. only 2½ months after the big event at Yankee
Stadium would normally be unthinkable. Any good organizer would say that this was truly a
crazy idea, but it is the beauty of the Unification Church that we can conceive a crazy idea
that everyone projects as a disaster and then produce a great victory.
Our campaign in Washington wasn't even in gear for the first 2½ months after Yankee
Stadium. The campaign itself was only forty days. Twenty-one days after the countdown
started a report came to me that the most people we could possibly bring was 8,000. When
that report was given all the assembled leaders turned pale and felt completely panicky. Then
I smiled and stood up, announcing, "After hearing your report I announce to you that the
Washington Monument Rally will be an overwhelming success." Everybody was shocked!
They didn't know how to respond.

The Washington Monument Rally was a very crucial showdown. My rise or fall depended on
that one rally. That is why your leaders were very panicky at that point in the campaign. But I
know and see invisible things. Regardless of the reports I knew that it would be an
overwhelming success. How did I know? I know another world besides our world of reality.
Even though you Unification Church members are but a handful of people, I know there are
millions of people working with us in spirit world.

My strategy is not shaped by this world alone
My strategy is not an ordinary one. Man's strategy usually considers only the reality of this
world, but my strategy depends upon the realities of two worlds. This is why I do not plan my
tactics in an office but out on the high sea. There I am dealing with the unseen world. The
present power of humans is truly limited. If you depend only on what you see, you are
exceedingly limited in what you can do. Knowing that principle has kept me alive this far. By
all normal calculations I would have been dead a long time ago.
The Washington Monument victory was won under countless adverse conditions. Yet even
under those circumstances we could win a victory. Suppose the free world had supported me.
I could move on to Moscow in three years with such support. That is not an unrealistic goal.
Do you guess that is possible or do you know it as fact?
Our tradition has been established and we can measure the future by the scale of the past. I'm
not trying to be boastful but I have ability and power. The most important thing though is
where my ability and power come from. I have experienced everything. I have tasted every
human misery, including the life of a beggar. When I was a laborer I was the best laborer. I
was a factory worker and I have also created factories. I created every aspect of the
Unification Church today with my own hands.
I love logic and I have studied science, but more than anything else I am a searcher for
spiritual truth and I have acquired spiritual wisdom. Throughout my entire life I have slept
one fourth of what people usually do. I ate half of what normal people ate. In my entire life in
Korea there was no moment wasted, no recreation and no relaxation. Before taking the
departing Japanese members to see a show in Las Vegas I had never experienced such
entertainment.
I have experienced the despair of gamblers. I have convinced prostitutes to live a pure life
again. I can relate to farmers and blue-collar workers and factory workers because I know
how they live and think and feel. I can also relate to businessmen because I have started
businesses. The work the Unification Church is doing in America is not happening by whim.
There has been meticulous planning in all my work and now I am reaping the results here in
America.
I know the thinking of theologians and scholars. When I first announced the plan to have a
Science Conference every year, many members said, "Why waste your energy and money?
Scholars are individualists who rarely change their opinions." But the Science Conference has
been a success each year and is still expanding.
As a member of the Unification Church aren't you learning a great deal about life? Many
members are on the MFT, which is the very kind of life I lived some years ago. You have
chosen this path as your way of life. It was no one else's decision. Since you have chosen to

follow my philosophy and my way of life you must go the same route by facing the same
difficulties and experiences. Those who accuse people working in the name of God will be
gathered together in one group and those who serve God will form another group. Either
group could collapse or be destroyed or go marching on. Which is our way? Will we be
dissolved?
Even if we die we will die in battle, trying to accomplish God's goal. I have no time to pay
attention to persecution and I am not bothered by it. I pay as much attention to it as I would to
a neighbor's fly coming into my house to visit. Eternal righteousness is on our side. Do you
have that kind of conviction?
Why should we work as hard as we do? Because of God. God is almighty, but He has been
persecuted and cursed by people who insist that He is dead. Many champions of God have
been murdered throughout history yet God has been silent, almost as though He were
ineffective and weak. God must almost close His eyes to the reality of this world. Do you
know why God cannot show His wrath? If He were ever angry and decided to judge the
entire world, not one human soul would remain on earth. No one is now entitled to live above
His judgment. If God were to be lenient about that then Satan could justifiably accuse each
person. Not one could remain above Satan's accusation.

Can you rise above the judgment of God?
The historical ambition of God is to raise up one perfect man of God who can take care of the
world. God is waiting for that one man to appear, the man the Bible promises will be the
second Messiah. This one man that God is looking for will be able to completely rise above
the accusation of Satan and be victorious over all human struggle. He is the person who will
inherit all of history through taking responsibility for all of mankind.
We must prepare ourselves to become the coworkers of this man. The Unification Church is
indeed the movement that will directly take this role.
The path and direction of the Unification Church is parallel with the direction of God and we
are living a God-centered way of life. If there is a group of people ready to advance God's
timetable, God and the Messiah will indeed come to those people. We must educate ourselves
about God's providence and in the direction of God's will. We must also educate ourselves
about the Messiah's mission so that we can be ready when he comes.
It is not God's way to have the individual going in one direction, the family going another
way, and the nation and world going yet another. In this conviction we are different because
our way of life and our point of view start with the individual but then continue through to the
universal level. We have to go through seven stages, including the spirit world. In following
one vertical line of growth we can truly meet God. Unless you are victorious in the sight of
God as an individual, you cannot build your family. The world does not understand this
principle.
There is always a test to pass at each level before you can advance further. Who is testing you?
It is not God but Satan and the satanic world who test you. Satan is in the position of
prosecutor while God is in the position of judge and you are the defendant. Jesus Christ is
your lawyer. There is a court of judgment on every level of your advancement and finally

God, the universal sovereign, has His own court. No one can escape from defending himself
there.
One of the most important truths we are learning in the Unification Church is the law of
indemnity. We now know that the amount of indemnity we must pay depends upon the
seriousness of a crime. We also know what crime is most evil in the sight of God and what
indemnity is needed for each level of commitment to God.
What is the mission of the Messiah? He is the one who bears your burden and your indemnity.
That is why he is the savior. If you take over the burdens of someone else's life then you are
that person's savior. If you save a family from disaster then you are a savior as far as that
family is concerned. That family is absolutely indebted to you and you stand above their law.
The person who lifts off the entire burden of the Unification Church is above the law of the
Unification Church. That person is praised by the Unification Church wherever he goes
because the church as a whole is deeply indebted to him. If he came to my suite at the New
Yorker I would stand aside and say, "This apartment is your home."
If there is a person who can be responsible for all the burdens of America and liquidate all the
sins of this nation, then American law cannot touch him. If there is a person who feels he is
able to be responsible for all the past, present and future sins of humanity, then that person is
indeed the savior of mankind and stands above the laws and regulations made by mankind.
Isn't that true? The Messiah is that person. He has the power and authority to liberate even
hell.
That is not all: The Messiah can even liberate God. Can God judge a person to whom He is
personally indebted? If He were liberated, God would not even go to the courtroom or make
one pronouncement against that person. If God can be liberated He doesn't have to judge.
Under those circumstances no courtroom or judge or prosecutor is needed.
In the city of Jerusalem, Jesus was sometimes angered at the immoral behavior of the people.
He even overturned the moneychangers' tables in a moment of violence. By normal standards
he should have been arrested and no civil court would have vindicated him. But under the law
of God Jesus had not committed any sin. Civil law is not heavenly law.
Do you want to become a person who will be judged in God's court or become a person who
can even rise above the court of God? What kind of person must you become to rise above
God's judgment? Become a savior by adopting the savior's way of life as your way of life.
You can be a person who can give salvation to the world and who can say, "I will be
responsible for the world and all of humanity. I will give my entire life and soul and energy
for that purpose." Then you are indeed walking side by side with the Messiah.

We can depend on no one else
to defend God's world
Unification Church members from all different races and countries are gathered together here
in Belvedere. What kind of movement are we? What kind of people will be created right here?
I am going to create the kind of person who can rise above the judgment of God and give his
life and soul to the salvation of humanity. That was Jesus' way of life. It is my conviction and
philosophy, and it shall become your way of life also. Can you do this? In this respect I am a

very precious guest in America, bringing a most significant commodity to this country. The
American people might think, "We gave so much to Korea that Korea is indebted to America
materially and spiritually." But I see that this has now been paid back many times over by the
spreading of this philosophy.
America did give tremendous aid to Korea, but money and sacrifice can always be paid back.
Yet what is presently happening here in America? The young people of America are dying. I
came to lift up the young people and give them new life. This is indeed the most precious,
priceless gift that anyone could receive or give. Can you put a price tag on such a gift?
Why am I doings this? America is not the goal, the world is the goal! America is
indispensable for world restoration, however. I chose America as the base for this movement
but my eventual goal is the salvation of the world. I have not violated heavenly law nor have
I violated any civil law. My conscience is clear in the sight of God. I can stride boldly
forward to meet God without shame. When I go to spirit world I am indeed an attorney for
the defense of suffering humanity. I have the power to truly prosecute the prosecutor, Satan.
The day will come when we can all prosecute Satan, revealing his crimes and commanding
that he not bother mankind anymore. That will be your day of victory.
Our goal now is Moscow, the symbol of communism. Even just the name "Moscow" sounds
formidable, doesn't it? Look at the past, though-did you ever think about mankind or the
world or about becoming a savior? In the past all you thought about were your own desires,
perhaps getting a good education, making a good salary and eating good food. Without
knowing the truth our goals are shallow and limited and self-centered. Mankind has been like
little ants in the universe.
What kind of husbands do you women want? Men who have conviction and a philosophy like
mine, or men with the philosophy of an ant? If you want to meet husbands with my
philosophy, then you must make yourselves worthy to receive them. When you are on the
MFT working hard you may not even have a chance to clean your underwear, but you think,
"The day will come when I can get married and then I will wear beautiful clothes and have all
kinds of beautiful things." If you want to become that kind of bride and get dressed up and
parade around then you shouldn't ask for a man like me. A man like me will never give you
such things. On the very day of the wedding he will take you fund raising and witnessing, all
in dusty clothes. Do you still want a husband like me? A husband like me will also bring you
out to the battlefield and will want to fight the battle together with you. Do you still want that?
If the communists come to destroy the Unification Church with guns then we will have to
fight with guns too. We can't be their helpless victims and be defeated by their bullets. Do
you think God will win such a battle for you? If the time comes to fight the satanic force, I
will never hesitate to become the commander in chief and lead the heavenly army into battle.
Do you think the Defense Department can safeguard God's world? Don't trust it too much.
You can only trust the heavenly forces that are dedicated to God's purpose. Our young people
should be trained in every way physically. In a final war against the satanic force it will be a
life or death battle. In order to safeguard the heavenly side we may need to become soldiers.
It is Satan's nature that once he feels he is in a superior position he will attack.
Is it a crime to defend yourself and the heavenly nation? You should not have some naive
concept of Christian love. That does not apply in a confrontation with Satan's forces, which

are determined to destroy God's world and God's people. If God has no power to defeat a
satanic attack then He is no longer God. As God's force, we shall be able to defend ourselves
and to defend the godly world. We are a different kind of religious leadership.

I am confident and peaceful
at this moment of showdown
This morning's message is how to rise above judgment. If you become a person who can rise
above judgment then wherever you go and whatever the world will to say you, you will rise
above it and God will recognize you as being righteous. You will never be destroyed.
We know that our battle is not going to be easy. Even your own parents oppose you but that
is simply because they do not know the truth. Once they understand the truth they will
apologize to you. Americans have been vicious and slanderous, but I want you to know that
the time will come when heavenly law will prevail and even this nation will bow down to the
truth. If that is not true than I am a poor man, no different from any other villain. This is the
secret of the Unification Church and with this knowledge we can go on and be victorious. We
will step, upon the accuser's shoulder and finally even rise above the law.
The person who will rise above the judgment of God will have the power of judgment
delegated to him. Are you going to be subject to the judgment of God's court or be a person
whom even God will praise? In doing this you will rise above death itself. You know what
kind of men and women you are and whether you are righteous children in the sight of God.
If you are equipped and trained and committed to this way of life, becoming leaders and
going all over the world, America cannot decline.
I come from a foreign country, not even speaking the native language of America. I use an
interpreter, yet still I can communicate and inspire people as I do you. How much more can
you lift the people up, coming from their own culture and speaking their own language?
We are the only people under the sun who think about living this crazy way of life. There are
no other men and women who are following such a philosophy. We are a peculiar, lonely
group, yet this is God's way of life. Therefore, God has to be on our side. He has to be our
champion.
You are very small and unassuming and you may look miserable and pale. In many cases
Unification Church members look very shabby and people think the Unification Church will
disappear tomorrow. But as long as God is on our side we will never be destroyed.
Furthermore, we will win and be victorious. I have lived that way much longer than you have
and I have not only survived but prospered and been victorious all of my life. That is our
future. You must have faith in it.
Do you really want to become that kind of champion? If you have that conviction then even
though you appear small and unassuming you are truly princes and princesses of God. In the
sight of God you are very, very precious individuals. Who is your tester? Not God but Satan.
Satan has set up the barriers almost like an obstacle race. There is the family race, the society
race, the national race, world race and so forth. When we break down the barriers we can
create a highway so everyone can run immediately to the goal.

We have already broken down the barriers on the individual, family, society and national
levels. Now we have come to the final worldwide barrier. Once the final obstacle course is
won even the communists cannot stop us. America is now posing a big obstacle here, saying,
"No, you cannot go any further." But I am insisting, "No! Open the way. Don't block the way
to the world!" I am deeply confident, calm and peaceful, no matter what the accusers say to
us. Please be patient and see.
Don't look at me as a Korean for my background is of God. If I were only Korean then I
would not have left Korea, and furthermore, there would have been no reason for the Korean
government to accuse me. I am not just an Asian because even Asians have come against me.
I am a mysterious, unknown person. One person will say, "I thought Reverend Moon was a
religious leader." Then I turn out to be a big businessman. When I meet politicians they
admire my awareness of political situations, even though my ambition is not political. Some
people say, "Reverend Moon is a gangster, a dictator," but then all of a sudden I turn up
among eminent scholars and those scholars are listening to me. If I became an actor I would
be an excellent actor.
When I taught Sunday school many years ago I had wonderfully deep communication with
the children. Sometimes I would make them burst into laughter and sometimes make them
cry. I could change their mood in moments. I am a sportsman also. There is no sport I cannot
win at. When I go to sea I am a record-setting fisherman. When I go to the mountains I am a
number one hunter.
Look at Mother. Is she a happy woman or not? No, not quite. I am leading a most difficult
life. It is impossible to keep up with my pace. When she takes time to rest at night I am
always walking around and working in our room. I have no concept of the time, even at 2 or
3 o'clock in the morning. Mother has a hard time keeping up with me. Do you want that type
of husband? If you really want that type of husband then wait a little bit. I will go after the
brothers and make them into such husbands to give to you.
Right now we are facing a showdown. The newspapers keep saying there is some
investigation going on and legal battles coming up. Let them do that. Eventually this final
roadblock will be pushed away. Using their power, government officials accuse individuals
of fabricated crimes if they want to. Did you ever hear me say, "We need money. Get a pistol
and rob a bank and bring money"? Actually there are robbers and murderers of innocent
women and children walking around in broad daylight. Why then is the American legal
system being used to interfere with our religious work?
I don't mind serving time in American prisons if necessary. American prisons are heaven
compared to the prisons where I suffered under communism.
Nothing can make me feel fearful. Nothing can stop this movement. I was jailed under the
imperialistic Japanese government because we were organizing work for Korean
independence. That prison experience was a difficult life but my most severe prison
experience was in North Korea, where the prisoners were purposely worked to death. But I
survived even under that system.
Are you afraid of prison? You have no reason to go there. You have violated no law, neither
heavenly law nor civil law, because that has never been my instruction. But if anyone ever

has you imprisoned for some imaginary crime, don't be fearful. Imprisonment is the way the
heroes of history have walked.
Let me ask you, if I ever ended up in jail in America under some fabricated sentence, would
you run away? Communists know that I would never resort to violence, that our movement
would never go beyond the boundary of God's truth. Therefore, they take advantage of our
situation.
My philosophy is this: I have no enemy. People come against me now because they don't
know me, so I will be patient. It will take a longer time, but through educating people I will
turn them around. That is my method. That is our way of life and our work. Even the worst
kind of enemy shall be made our best friend. We fear nothing. Our goal is to rise above
judgment so what should cause us worry?
Those who can pledge their loyalty and obedience to heavenly instruction, who can liberate
the communist world and even hell, raise your hands and pledge yourselves to God. Let us
pray.

